This paper contains new, representative reference equations for the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide. The equations are based in part upon a body of experimental data that has been critically assessed for internal consistency and for agreement with theory whenever possible. In the case of the dilute-gas thermal conductivity, we incorporated recent theoretical calculations to extend the temperature range of the experimental data. Moreover, in the critical region, the experimentally observed enhancement of the thermal conductivity is well represented by theoretically based equations containing just one adjustable parameter. The correlation is applicable for the temperature range from the triple point to 1100 K and pressures up to 200 MPa. The overall uncertainty (at the 95% confidence level) of the proposed correlation varies depending on the state point from a low of 1% at very low pressures below 0.1 MPa between 300 and 700 K, to 5% at the higher pressures of the range of validity. C 2016 by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce on behalf of the United States. All rights reserved. [http://dx.
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Introduction
Carbon dioxide is a widely used industrial fluid with many applications including as a solvent for supercritical extraction, 1 as a refrigerant, 2 to aid in enhanced oil recovery, 3 and most recently as a potential working fluid in supercritical Brayton cycles that may be used in solar, geothermal, or other power cycle applications. 4 It is, therefore, important to have available accurate formulations for the thermodynamic and transport properties of this fluid.
In 1990, Vesovic et al. 5 published a reference correlation for the thermal conductivity surface of carbon dioxide valid over the temperature range from 200 to 1000 K and up to 100 MPa. In 2006, Scalabrin et al. 6 developed a new correlation that extended the upper pressure limit to 200 MPa. The uncertainty of both of these formulations, however, is limited due to the THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CARBON DIOXIDE 013102-3 data available at the time. Recently, new measurements have been made 7 that allow improvements in the uncertainty of a CO 2 thermal conductivity correlation, especially in the liquid phase. In addition, there have been recent improvements in the potential energy surface that provide values for the thermal conductivity in the dilute-gas limit 8 that can be used to guide the behavior of the dilute gas, especially at low and high temperatures where quality data are scarce or unavailable. The present work aims to incorporate both new data and theory to provide an improved wide-ranging correlation for the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide that is valid over gas, liquid, and supercritical states.
In a series of recent papers, reference correlations for the thermal conductivity of normal and parahydrogen, 9 SF 6 , 10 toluene, 11 benzene, 12 xylenes and ethylbenzene, 13 n-hexane, 14 n-heptane, 15 methanol, 16 ethanol, 17 and water, 18 as well as a series of reference correlations for the viscosity of fluids, [19] [20] [21] [22] covering a wide range of conditions of temperature and pressure, were reported. In this paper, the work is extended to the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide.
Methodology
The thermal conductivity λ is expressed as the sum of three independent contributions as
where ρ is the density, T is the temperature, and the first term, λ o (T) = λ(0,T), is the contribution to the thermal conductivity in the dilute-gas limit, where only two-body molecular interactions occur. The final term, ∆λ c (ρ,T), the critical enhancement, arises from the long-range density fluctuations that occur in a fluid near its critical point, which contribute to divergence of the thermal conductivity at the critical point. Finally, the term ∆λ(ρ,T), the residual property, represents the contribution of all other effects to the thermal conductivity of the fluid at elevated densities, including many-body collisions, molecular-velocity correlations, and collisional transfer. The identification of these three separate contributions to the thermal conductivity and to transport properties in general is useful because it is possible, to some extent, to treat both λ o (T) and ∆λ c (ρ,T) theoretically. In addition, it is possible to derive information about λ o (T) from experiment. In contrast, there is almost no theoretical guidance concerning the residual contribution, ∆λ(ρ,T), so that its evaluation is based entirely on experimentally obtained data.
The analysis described above should be applied to the best available experimental data for the thermal conductivity. Thus, a prerequisite to the analysis is a critical assessment of the experimental data. For this purpose, two categories of experimental data are defined: primary data employed in the development of the correlation, and secondary data used simply for comparison purposes. According to the recommendation adopted by the Subcommittee on Transport Properties (now known as The International Association for Transport Properties) of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, the primary data are identified by a well-established set of criteria. 23 These criteria have been successfully employed to establish standard reference values for the viscosity and thermal conductivity of fluids over wide ranges of conditions, with uncertainties in the range of 1%. However, in many cases, such a narrow definition unacceptably limits the range of the data representation. Consequently, within the primary data set, it is also necessary to include results that extend over a wide range of conditions, albeit with a poorer accuracy, provided they are consistent with other more accurate data or with theory. In all cases, the accuracy claimed for the final recommended data must reflect the estimated uncertainty in the primary information. Table 1 summarizes, to the best of our knowledge, the experimental measurements 7,24-112 of the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide reported in the literature. Eighty nine one sets are included in the table. From these sets, 21 were considered as primary data. We started with the same data sets that were considered as primary in the work of Vesovic et al. 5 in Tables 2  and 7 of Ref. 5 . This includes the work of Millat et al., 25 Johns et al., 26 Clifford et al., 29 Scott et al., 28 Bakulin et al., 33 Keyes, 41 Lenoir and Comings, 42 Johnston and Grilly, 43 Dickins, 44 Snel et al., 30 and LeNeindre et al. [35] [36] [37] [38] Initially, we considered the single point of Franck 89 at 197 K that was considered primary in Vesovic et al., 5 but it was later not used as discussed in Sec. 3.1. For Millat et al., 25 following Vesovic et al., 5 we also did not select any data from the 425 K isotherm. We included all points of Johns et al. 26 (except for one at a nominal temperature of 430 K and 20.4 MPa which is anomalously lower than others at that isotherm). All points from Clifford et al., 29 Dickins, 44 Johnston and Grilly, 43 and Snel et al. 30 were included in the primary set. Following Vesovic, we also excluded the 316 K isotherm from Scott et al. 28 from the primary set. Initially, all points in Keyes 41 were included in the primary set, but two points at the highest pressures at 273 K were later excluded. In addition, we added to the primary set the data from Keyes 40 as they extended down to 207 K. From Lenoir and Comings, 42 we included only the points at atmospheric pressure as the density dependence of the other data in this set was inconsistent with other data. All points from the data of Bakulin et al., 33 made with a steadystate hot-wire apparatus, were included in the primary set. In addition, we added another set of Bakulin's measurements 32 to the primary set, but excluded data above 1000 K, as we rely on the theoretical calculations of Hellmann 8 in this region as will be discussed below. We also included the data of LeNeindre et al. [35] [36] [37] [38] in the primary data set. All data from LeNeindre's work were included, including the highest temperature data extending to 951 K, with the exception of several points that appeared to have typographical errors or that were clearly inconsistent with other data. This included one point from Ref. 37 et al. 27 as primary data. Haarman's measurements 34 were made in a transient hot-wire apparatus and cover 328 to 468 K at atmospheric pressure. Imaishi et al. 27 were also transient hot-wire measurements but cover a very small temperature region around 301 K at pressures to 4 MPa. Finally, sources of primary data that focus on the critical region 39 were included, although in the development of the background equation points within 1 K of critical were not used. Michels et al. 39 measured the thermal conductivity in the critical region with a parallel plate apparatus, and in addition to points within 1 K of critical we also excluded some points near the coexistence line (298 K, 6.4249 MPa; 298 K, 6.4208-6.4338 MPa; 303 K, 7.202-7.209 MPa) and any points that were marked with an asterisk in their tables. The thermal diffusivity data of Becker and Grigull 52 were only used for analysis and validation of the critical region and were not used in the development of the background function, and will be discussed further in Sec. 3.3. Surprisingly, since Vesovic et al. 5 made their correlation in 1990, very few new measurements have been made. 7, 24, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] The only new measurements suitable as primary data are those of Li et al. 24 and the very recent work of Perkins. 7 Li's work was done with a transient hot-wire instrument with an estimated uncertainty of 1.6% but is limited to one isotherm at 324 K; all of these points were included in the primary data set. The measurements of Perkins 7 were obtained with two hot-wire instruments: a low-temperature apparatus (218-340 K) and a high-temperature apparatus (300-750 K) at pressures up to 70 MPa. Both steady-state and transient hot-wire measurements were made, with uncertainties ranging from a low of 0.5% for the liquid, increasing to 3% for gas below 1 MPa, for temperatures above 500 K, and in the critical region. The data set of Perkins 7 is large compared to the others, and not all points from Perkins were used as primary data. We included in the primary set the data measured with double platinum hot wires, but for points measured with a single platinum wire included only those where the temperature ranges did not overlap since the double-wire data were considered of lower uncertainty and were preferred for primary data. We also did not include transient data from Perkins 7 for low-density gas at temperatures above 505 K in the primary set, since for transient hot-wire measurements the correction for the finite outer boundary containing the gas becomes increasingly large due to the increasing thermal diffusivity of the gas as the pressure of the gas decreases. This correction becomes even more significant as the temperature increases and for outer boundaries less than 1 cm diameter, and is why we do not include in the primary data the low-density (<50 kg m −3 ) measurements made above 505 K. Steady-state hot-wire measurements of the dilute gas require much smaller corrections and have lower uncertainty than such transient hot-wire measurements with relatively large corrections for the finite outer boundary, and all steady-state low-density measurements made with double wires were included in the primary set, and single-wire steady-state measurements above
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HUBER ET AL. 655 K. We also excluded from the primary data several points in the liquid phase where the equation of state calculated densities in the wrong phase for the given experimental temperature and pressure.
Finally, to extend the range of the measurements to high pressures, we added to the primary data 11 points from Tarzimanov and Arslanov 31 that are in the liquid phase, and also 15 high-temperature (>550 K) high-pressure (>98 MPa) supercritical points. These measurements reported in Table 1 of Ref. 31 were made with a coaxial cylinder apparatus, and those in Table 2 of Ref. 31 are from a steady-state hot-wire apparatus; we have assigned an uncertainty of 3% to both sets. Figure 1 shows the temperature and pressure range of the primary measurements outlined in Table 1 considered for use as primary data. The critical point, solid-liquid, solid-vapor, and vapor-liquid lines are also indicated. With the inclusion of the recent data of Perkins, 7 there is now good coverage of the liquid phase up to 70 MPa. Temperatures for all data were converted to the ITS-90 temperature scale. 113 The development of the correlation requires densities; Span and Wagner 114 in 1996 reviewed the thermodynamic properties of carbon dioxide and developed an accurate, wide-ranging equation of state valid for the fluid region from the triple point to 1100 K at pressures up to 800 MPa. The estimated uncertainty in density ranges from 0.03% to 0.05% in the density at pressures up to 30 MPa and temperatures to 523 K. Special attention was given to the description of the critical region and the extrapolation behavior of the equation. We also adopt the values for the critical point and triple point from this equation of state; the critical temperature, T c , and the critical density, ρ c , were taken to be equal to 304.1282 K and 467.6 kg m −3 , respectively, and the triple-point temperature is 216.592 K. 114 We also adopt the correlation of Span and Wagner 114 for the isobaric ideal-gas heat capacity, which is used in the theoretical model for the critical enhancement.
The dilute-gas limit
To develop the zero-density correlation, we follow the procedure used in the development of a standard reference formulation for the thermal conductivity of water, 18 which F. 1. Temperature and pressure ranges of the primary experimental thermal-conductivity data for carbon dioxide.
uses the concept of key comparison reference values 115 to consider the uncertainties from different data sources. We first incorporated data sources 25, 26, 28, 29, 33, 40, [42] [43] [44] 89 used in the 1990 Vesovic correlation, 5 with the uncertainty estimates as given in Table 1 . As mentioned above, we retained only data at densities less than 50 kg m −3 . To those points, we added the zero-density point of Imaishi et al. 27 obtained by analysis of an isotherm at 301 K at a range of densities in a transient hot-wire instrument, and three zero-density points presented in Snel et al. 30 that resulted from their analysis of a range of densities for three isotherms obtained in a hot-wire apparatus. One additional publication by Keyes 41 was included, considering only points at densities under 50 kg m −3 . We also considered all points at densities below our cutoff from the work of Haarman, 34 LeNeindre et al., 35, 37, 38 Li et al., 24 Michels et al., 39 and Bakulin et al. 32 In addition, for Bakulin et al., 32 we considered only points at or below 1000 K. Finally, we included all doublewire measurements from the recent work of Perkins 7 that were below the cutoff density except the transient data from Perkins 7 for temperatures above 505 K as discussed earlier.
All low-density, primary data points were then arranged into bins encompassing a range of 8 K or less, with at least four data points in each bin. The average bin size was less than 3 K. Points that were already at zero density [25] [26] [27] 29, 30 were not put into bins and were treated as separate isotherms. It was not possible to bin all points, since some exceeded the 8 K limit or failed to have at least four points. For example, it was not possible to include in a bin the data point of Franck at 197 K, so this point was not included in the primary data. This resulted in a total of 1328 points from 22 sources, obtained with a variety of experimental techniques and with a range of uncertainties.
The nominal temperature of an isotherm "bin" was computed as the average temperature of all points in a bin. The thermal conductivity of each point was then corrected to the nominal temperature, T nom , by the following equation: (2) where the calculated values were obtained from the Vesovic et al. 5 thermal-conductivity formulation.
Weighted linear regression was then used to extrapolate the nominal isotherms in order to obtain the value at zero density, λ 0 . The difference between the zero-density thermal conductivity and the value at a density of 50 kg m −3 is small enough that a linear expression can be used to extrapolate to zero density but needs to be taken into account; for example, at 500 K, the difference is about 5%. Points were weighted with a factor equal to the inverse of the square of the estimated relative uncertainty. 95% confidence intervals were constructed from the regression statistics. Isotherms with large inconsistencies in the underlying data were rejected from further consideration. The resulting set of zero-density data contained 47 points from 219 to 751 K.
In order to supplement the experimental data set at very low and at high temperatures where data are unavailable or sparse, we incorporated selected theoretical data points from the recent work of Hellmann. 8 The theoretical calculations were made with a new four-dimensional rigid-rotor potential energy
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surface, and the classical-trajectory method. We first adjusted the theoretical values by increasing their magnitude by a factor of 1.011 and ascribed to the theoretical values an uncertainty as recommended by Hellmann, 8 namely, 1% for points between 300 and 700 K, increasing to 2% at 150 and 2000 K. The adjustment of 1.011 was recommended by Hellmann based on comparisons with the best available experimental data and accounts for uncertainties in the intermolecular potential. We included 8 points from 150 to 215 K, and 14 points from 760 to 2000 K, so that the final set of zero-density values range from 150 to 2000 K.
The zero-density values were fit using the orthogonal distance regression package  (Ref. 116) to the same form of equation used in the water formulation 18 for the thermal conductivity in the limit of zero density,
where T r = T/T c is a reduced temperature, and λ o is in mW m −1 K −1 . We used the critical temperature from the Span and Wagner equation of state, 114 T c = 304.1282 K.
The final set of λ o values contained 69 data points from 150 to 2000 K and is shown in Fig. 2 . The coefficients obtained from the regression are given in Table 3 ; we found a total of four terms was necessary. The initial weights were equal to the inverse of the square of the estimated uncertainty. 3) may be extrapolated safely to 2000 K, the limit of the theoretical data included in the fit, although it does not take into account partial dissociation of CO 2 at high temperatures. 117 The correlation of Vesovic et al. 5 relied heavily on the works of Millat et al. 25 and Johns et al., 26 particularly in the region 330-470 K, while this work considered additional data (primarily Perkins 7 ) that tended to be lower than those of Millat et al. 25 and Johns et al. 26 and that are in closer agreement with Hellmann. 8 Since there is considerable scatter in the experimental points, with many of the underlying data not in agreement within their stated uncertainties, we consider the comparisons with the scaled theoretical values of Hellmann 8 to assess the uncertainty of the dilute-gas correlation. The theoretical values have an estimated uncertainty of 1% between 300 and 700 K, increasing to 2% F. 3. Comparison of λ o correlations with the theoretical and experimental data.
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The residual thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivities of pure fluids exhibit an enhancement over a large range of densities and temperatures around the critical point and become infinite at the critical point. This behavior can be described by models that produce a smooth crossover from the singular behavior of the thermal conductivity asymptotically close to the critical point to the background values far away from the critical point. [118] [119] [120] The density-dependent terms for thermal conductivity can be grouped according to Eq. (1) as [∆λ(ρ,T) + ∆λ c (ρ,T)].
To assess the critical enhancement either theoretically or empirically, we need to evaluate, in addition to the dilutegas thermal conductivity, the residual thermal-conductivity contribution. The procedure adopted during this analysis used  (Ref. 116) to fit the primary data to determine the coefficients of the residual thermal conductivity, Eq. (4), while maintaining the values of the dilute-gas thermal conductivity obtained by Eq. (3) and calculating the critical enhancement with the model discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. The density values employed were obtained by the equation of state of Span and Wagner. 114 The residual thermal conductivity was represented with a polynomial in temperature and density,
During the regression process, it was found that the residual contribution as given by Eq. (4) does not require the temperature-dependent coefficients B 2,i for representation of supercritical and vapor-phase data. This also was pointed out by Vesovic et al. 5 However, we found that allowing for temperature dependence of the residual contribution improved the representation of the liquid-phase data at high pressures (especially above 70 MPa), and we have included temperature coefficients B 2,i in our correlation. The coefficients B 1,i and B 2,i are shown in Table 4 .
The critical enhancement
The thermal conductivity and viscosity of a pure fluid diverge at the critical point. 121, 122 The thermal diffusivity, a = λ/ρC p , approaches zero at the critical point since the isobaric specific heat, C p , diverges more rapidly than the thermal conductivity. 122 for the density and isobaric specific heat are available or can be calculated at the measurement conditions with an equation of state. Thermal-conductivity data obtained from thermal diffusivity data have additional uncertainty associated with the ρ and C p values that must be considered. Thus, it was decided to base the correlation on direct determinations of the thermal conductivity. Thermal diffusivity data from light scattering are available much closer to the critical point and have the advantage in the critical region of not requiring a macroscopic temperature gradient, with a corresponding density gradient that can drive convection during thermal conductivity measurements. It was further decided to validate the critical enhancement model with the thermal diffusivity data very close to the critical point where thermal-conductivity data are not available.
Simplified crossover model
The theoretically based crossover model proposed by Olchowy and Sengers 118-120 is complex and requires solution of a quartic system of equations in terms of complex variables. T A simplified crossover model has also been proposed by Olchowy and Sengers. 123 The critical enhancement of the thermal conductivity from this simplified model is given by
In Eqs. (5)- (7), k B is Boltzmann's constant,η is the viscosity, and C p and C v are the isobaric and isochoric specific heat. All thermodynamic properties were obtained from the equation of state of Span and Wagner. 114 To estimate the viscosity, one can use either the correlation of Fenghour et al. 124 or the new correlation of Laesecke and Muzny. 125 Both are implemented in the  (Ref. 126) program; the results reported here use the new formulation. 125 The correlation length ξ is given by
This crossover model requires the universal constants 121 R D = 1.02, ν = 0.63, and γ = 1.239, and system-dependent amplitudes Γ and ξ 0 . For this work, as was done previously by Vesovic et al., 5 we adopted the values Γ = 0.052 and ξ 0 013102-10 HUBER ET AL. = 1.50 × 10 −10 m, determined specifically for carbon dioxide, 127 instead of using the general method presented by Perkins et al. 121 The reference temperature T ref , far above the critical temperature where the critical enhancement is negligible, was calculated by 121 which for carbon dioxide is 456.19 K. The only critical-region parameter that needs to be determined isq D . We used the effective cutoff wavelengthq −1 D found in the work of Vesovic et al., 5 4.0 × 10 −10 m. The equation of state of Span and Wagner 114 displays some unphysical behavior at temperatures very close to the critical point that affects the heat capacity and the derivative of density with respect to pressure, so all data within 1 K of the critical point were excluded from the regression, and the set of B 1,i coefficients was obtained. The scaled equation of state of Albright et al. 127 was then used to validate this value ofq D and the background coefficients of Eq. (4), with both thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity data within 1 K of critical as discussed in Sec. 3.3.2. Table 5 summarizes comparisons of the primary data with the correlation. We have defined the percent deviation as PCTDEV = 100(λ exp − λ cal )/λ cal , where λ exp is the experimental value of the thermal conductivity and λ cal is the value calculated from the correlation. Thus, the average absolute percent deviation (AAD) is found with the expression AAD = (  |PCTDEV|)/n, where the summation is over all n points, and the bias percent is found with the expression BIAS = (  PCTDEV)/n. Table 6 summarizes the deviations over all data sets. Figure 4 shows the percentage deviation of the primary data for the subcritical vapor region (densities from 0.02 to 341.81 kg m −3 , pressures from 0.0001 to 7.2 MPa) as a function of temperature, while Fig. 5 shows the deviations as a function of pressure. The data sets with the lowest uncertainties cover only the region very close to 300 K (298 to 304 K) and are Imaishi et al., 27 Clifford et al., 29 and Snel et al. 30 There is a systematic offset for Snel et al. 30 due to the dilute-gas correlation, but all three of these data sets are represented to within 1%. The measurements of Perkins 7 cover the broader range of temperatures from 218 to 299 K, at pressures from 0.1 to 5.5 MPa. The steady-state measurements of Perkins with the low-temperature apparatus are systematically higher than the transient results, but still generally within the estimated uncertainty of ±3%. This is likely due to increased uncertainty in the temperature rise measurement; the low-temperature instrument only has three leads within the pressure vessel so the potential across each hot wire is measured with wires that also carry the measurement current. As the critical temperature and pressure are approached, the Michels et al. 39 data show larger deviations; data within 1 K of critical have been excluded from the plot. Figure 6 shows the percentage deviation of the primary data for the supercritical region at temperatures up to 500 K (densities from 0.02 to 341.81 kg m −3 , pressures from 0.0001 to 7.2 MPa) as a function of temperature, while Fig. 7 shows the deviations as a function of pressure. In this region, the measurements of Haarman 34 and Snel et al. 30 are represented to within 1%, although there is a systematic offset for Snel et al. 30 The other measurements (transient method) of Perkins in the temperature region from the critical temperature to 500 K have a slightly higher uncertainty, 3%, and are also represented to within 2%. Figure 8 shows the percentage deviation of the primary data for temperatures above 500 K as a function of temperature, while Fig. 9 shows the deviations as a function of pressure. The measurements of Perkins, 7 extending to 70 MPa, are represented to within their estimated uncertainty, 3%. The measurements of LeNeindre et al., 35, 37 Bakulin et al., 32 and Tarzimanov and Arslanov 31 also fall within 3%. Figure 10 shows the percentage deviations of the primary data in the liquid phase as a function of temperature, and Fig. 11 shows the same as a function of pressure, excluding data within 1 K of critical. The measurements of Perkins in this region have an estimated uncertainty of 0.5%, and the correlation represents the data to within 1%. Comparisons with the data of Tarzimanov and Arslanov 31 show deviations lower than 3% at pressures to 196 MPa. As the critical region is approached, the deviations become larger. One of the motivations for this work was to incorporate the new liquid-phase measurements of Perkins 7 to allow improvement in the representation of F. 8. Percentage deviations of primary experimental data of carbon dioxide from the values calculated by the present model as a function of temperature, for the supercritical region at temperatures above 500 K. F. 9. Percentage deviations of primary experimental data of carbon dioxide from the values calculated by the present model as a function of pressure, for the supercritical region at temperatures above 500 K. the liquid phase. Figures 12 and 13 show the percentage deviations of the primary data in the liquid phase as a function of temperature for the previous correlations of Vesovic et al. 5 (Fig. 12 ) and Scalabrin et al. 6 (Fig. 13 ). Upon comparing these two figures with Fig. 10 , the improvement in the representation of the liquid phase is shown.
Thermal diffusivity validation
The thermal-conductivity model described above is based entirely on reliable thermal-conductivity data that were The thermal diffusivity of CO 2 was also determined from light-scattering measurements of the width of the Rayleigh line. [128] [129] [130] [131] Here, we will focus on the measurements of Swinney and Henry 128 where tabular results were given. The other light-scattering data are consistent with these results. Swinney and Henry 128 and the magnitude of the scattering vector, q, as a function of (T − T c ) along the critical isochore. The thermal diffusivity can be obtained from these values with the expression
as shown by Kawasaki 132 and applied by Henry et al. 133 Equation (9) Finally, the thermal diffusivity data of Becker and Grigull 52 are converted to thermal-conductivity values for comparison with the direct thermal-conductivity measurements of Michels et al. 39 made with a steady-state parallel plate apparatus in the critical region. The thermal-conductivity isotherms are shown in Fig. 16 . Good agreement is found between the thermal-conductivity data of Michels et al. 39 and the thermal conductivity obtained from the thermal diffusivity data of Becker and Grigull. 52 As in Fig. 14, the 
Empirical critical enhancement
For engineering applications at state points that are more than 10 K from the critical point, the critical enhancement (in mW m −1 K −1 ) can be represented to within about 5% by the following empirical expression:
where ∆T c = (T/T c ) − 1 and ∆ρ c = (ρ/ρ c ) − 1. This equation does not require accurate information on the compressibility, specific heat, and viscosity of carbon dioxide in the critical region, as does the theory of Olchowy and Sengers. 123 However, it has no theoretical basis at all and does not go to the theoretical limit at the critical point. It was obtained by using a symbolic regression program 134 to fit the primary data with the background [Eqs.
(3) and (4)] coefficients fixed. This is an unusual function with poles, but they occur well within the two-phase region and do not affect the calculation of the enhancement. Simpler empirical enhancement terms such as those used in previous publications [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] were investigated, but Eq. (10) gave superior results. Figure 17 shows the percentage deviations between all primary data (excluding values within 1 K of critical) and the values calculated by Eqs. Figure 19 shows the estimated uncertainty of the correlation at a 95% confidence level. As indicated in the figure, for the vapor region below critical at pressures from 0.1 MPa to slightly below the critical pressure (∼7 MPa), the estimated uncertainty is 3%. This is an improvement over the previous correlation of Vesovic et al., 5 which had an uncertainty of 5% in this region. The improvement is due to the availability of the new data of Perkins. 7 The liquid region, at temperatures from 224 to 299 K at pressures to 70 MPa, is another region where the availability of new data has enabled improvements in the surface. Previously, the correlation of Vesovic et al. 5 had an uncertainty estimate of 5% in this region; the present correlation has 1% uncertainty. Similarly, the availability of the new data of Perkins at temperatures to 750 K and pressures to 70 MPa made it possible to lower the uncertainty to 3% for this supercritical region. At very low pressures below 0.1 MPa, the correlation has an estimated uncertainty of 1% between 300 and 700 K, increasing to 2% at both 150 and 2000 K. Additional future measurements in the remaining areas of the pressure-temperature space at high temperatures and high pressures are desirable to allow further reductions in uncertainty for the thermal conductivity surface. Figure 22 shows the deviations between the correlation developed here when the equation of state of Span and Wagner 114 is used along the critical isochore relative to the same correlation with the scaled equation of state of Albright et al. 127 These deviations represent the maximum deviation observed at any given temperature in the critical Table 7 is provided to assist the user in computer-program verification. The thermal-conductivity calculations are based on the tabulated temperatures and densities. Note that the point at 310 K has a very significant contribution from the enhancement term-approximately half of the thermal conductivity is the result of the enhancement term. Table 8 provides some recommended values over the thermal-conductivity surface. Finally, Fig. 23 shows the thermal conductivity of CO 2 Fig. 24 shows a portion of the three-dimensional thermal conductivity surface, including the critical enhancement, which theoretically approaches infinity at the critical point and has been truncated at 240 mW m −1 K −1 in this figure.
Uncertainty Assessments
Uncertainty outside of the critical region
Uncertainty in the critical region
Computer-Program Verification and Recommended Values
Conclusion
A new wide-ranging correlation for the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide was developed based on critically evaluated experimental data. The correlation is valid from the triple point to 1100 K, and at pressures up to 200 MPa. The correlation is expressed in terms of temperature and density, and the densities were obtained from the equation of state of Span and Wagner. 114 The range of validity of this equation of state is 1100 K and 800 MPa. We recommend the use of the present thermal-conductivity correlation only to 200 MPa, as there were no data available for validation at pressures above 200 MPa. The new formulation incorporates new experimental data of Perkins 7 in the liquid phase, and recent theoretical calculations of Hellmann 8 for the dilute-gas region. The overall uncertainty (at the 95% confidence level) of the proposed correlation varies depending on the state point from a low of 1% at very low pressures below 0.1 MPa between 300 and 700 K, to 5% at the higher pressures of the range of validity. Representation of data very near the critical point is adversely affected by some anomalous behavior of the Span-Wagner 114 equation of state; future improvements in the equation of state would permit improvements in the critical region. In addition, there is room for improvement in the high-pressure region MPa) due to limited data in this region.
